A Personal Selection of the Best Bank Line Images.
By Geoff Walker

My personal all-time favorite – Foylebank as Dawn Breaks in Tarawa.

Foylebank again - Light ship. Going by the lack of sunshine I assume somewhere in Europe.

Shirrabank at speed, showing off her elegant lines.

Wavebank – one of the best images ever taken of a Bank Line ship.

The old Weybank nearing her final days before being sold to Far East interests in 1962.

Weybank (Blt 1944) - believe both above taken in Tasmania in about 1961 whilst I was on her.

Fabulous image of the Ruddbank at full sea speed.

A lazy 4-8 at sea, looking aft on Southbank – ca 1960.

Levernbank at Durban about 1964. My final trip on her before completing my Indentures.

Southbank at Rabaul taken about 1960.

Testbank – a reminder to us of hatch beams and slabs

Levernbank arriving Port Klang – 1964. All gear “flying” ready to go!

A stunning image of Hazelbank

Laganbank showing her classic lines.

Pinebank – a work horse from Harland & Wolff

A magnificent view of the Teviotbank

Nessbank – A full time job just maintaining her gear.

Garrybank - longtime OAL Service, showing her classic profile.

Weirbank – looking somewhat sad due to overwork no doubt.

Larchbank – her streamlining catches the eye!

Northbank – A well maintained Hull.

Nairnbank – A classic Bankliner.

Clydebank – Containerization signaling the end for conventional Bank Line ships.

Troutbank – one of the last Bank Line ships built.

A 1968 addition to the Bank Line Fleet – Gowanbank.

This is a recently introduced section on “oceanjoss” that operates in parallel with the website
Bank Line online.
Likewise, articles of interest from www.oceanjoss.com may be viewed in the Bank Line site,
mostly under “Moments in Time”, “Forgotten Fleets”, or as individual articles.
The idea is, simply to try and ensure that followers of both sites, interested in a compendium of
“Golden Memories” and a site specializing in Maritime Interests, Books, Art, Nautical Themes,
and Nostalgia, do not miss out on fascinating reading, of the bygone years of shipping, which
we all treasure. So, make a date to visit our Bank Line section, (known here at “oceanjoss” as
Bank Line Plus in our Menu List). The direct link to Bank Line on - Line is:
https://banklineonline.com
Author’s Comment: Whilst compiling this gallery I cast my memory back to those Golden Years.
Some of us who served with Bank Line perhaps did not appreciate at the time, what a fine fleet
of ships the company operated (or if we did, then often we kept our thoughts to ourselves),
generally what happy times we had, and what a fine company it was to work for. We had some
great runs, that few other companies could equal, even allowing for the long voyages.
Promotion prospects were good and once wives were permitted to travel life on board, became
even better for many, although we still managed to stage some great parties and memorable
events.
Photographs are of unknown origin – owners of these images should make themselves known
by contacting me via this website and I will be pleased to give due accreditation. No
infringement of copyright is intended.
My Best
Geoff Walker

